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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, WALTER Jmms, a subjPct of the King of England, residing at
Stourbridge, in the county of Worcester,
England, lutve invented new and useful Impro-\rements in and Connected with the Purification of Sewage and Analogous Liquids,
of which the following is a specification.
This invention has reference to systems of
purifying sewage and analogous impure
liquids, in which the purification is effected
by the action of aerobic bacteria, or othr~r
similar :forms of germ life. upon the sewage
or liquid; and it relates moreover, mainly to
such systems whe-rein the sewage or liqnid
to be pnrified is introduced into a tank or
ves.~el, and is together with sludge containing the bacteria or germ life (and generally
a large proportion of sludge, say 20o/o to
30o/o), subjected to the action of air delivered
into it in small bubbles, such as those produced by forcing air through a porous ston0
or other air diffusing body.
The objects and effects of the present invention are generally to provide improvements in connection with systems of sewage
or analogous liquid purification systems of
the kind referred to, and plant used, by
which the J?rocess of purification can not
only be earned out at a high rate, but it can
be effected more uniformly, and the condition necessary for obtaining best results or
effects more easily obtained and preserved;
and also generally to provide a construction
and mode of operation which is convenient,
easily worked, and advantageous.
In a system of purification of sewage and
analogous liquids according to this 1nvention, say at starting, the tank will contain a
quantity of sludg~ in cultivated state, containing bacteria of the necessary species in
a high degree of purifying activity and effeet. The tank is· gradually and quietly
filled with fresh sewage, and while it is being
so filled, air is supplied to the contents at
the bottom at various points, and preferably
in the form of fine or minute bubbles properly distributed or diffused, so as to act on
the sludge life, and on the liquid, as it comes
in, and distribute the bacteria uniformly
throughout the mass. The gradual fillings
of the tank may be distributed ov~r several
hours, say one to six hours.
When the tank .is full, the contents having
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been acted upon all the tune cffirTI1~Im nu- Ill>
ing by the air, the process of the breaking
down of the impurities, and nitrification. of
the sludge will have been accomplished.
The supply both of liquid and air are then
stopped, and the contents of the tanh: .will 60
remain quiescent for a period, say aboutone
hour to two hours; and after a time·of ,quiescent precipitation of the sludge an<:t solid
matters, purified water at or near the surface will be gradually decanted or drawn 65
off; the whole drawing off operation taking
say about half an hour.
·
In some cases, a plurality of tanks are
employed, and are arranged to work in seqnence, as hereinafter described, so that 70
there will be a continnons flow of sewagE\ or
liquid into the system, and out of it. .The.
method of treatment may be carried out as
follows:~·

When one tank is :full, the second tank 711.
will be nearly full (say it will be full one/: '..
horin later)' and so on;. some of the tanks' .
will be being filled, and the contents aerated,
while in another or others precipitation and
gradual discharge ~vill be taking place;. but 80
directly a tank is full, the aeration will be
stopped, nnd this is adapted to be effected
automatically, say by :m auto-gear, such as
a floater nnd -i·alYe nnd cylinder gear actuating the air snpply, or air and liquid supply; 811
and this genr may ·also operate the purified
liquid discharge Ynlve or means so as to carry
it off. And so on in sequence, the automatic
air and liquid supply, and the _liquid discharge means, would be operated at periods 90
·required, and quiescent periods in sequence
automatically produced.
In some cases, the aeration may go on but
will be stopped say half an hou,_r after filling;
and the closing o:f air valve may be delaved ·95
by a suitable device.
. • ·
As a modified mode of accomplishing this
. automatic sequential operation of controlling
the supply of liquid and air to the tanks, the
carrying off of the supply of the liquid and 100
other operations may be accomplished by a
species of water clock or other time piece may
be employed, which at one hour intervals or
other periodic times, will cause through pneu· matic cylinders and pistons or like gear, or 105
electric motors, the various actuations· of
valves or the like to be actuated will be accomplished, so that the cycles of actions re-

ferred to of the tanks, and their perform- vice connected with each tank, which will
ances in sequence, will take place.
be qperated when the liquid in .the tank
An illustration of a table of sequence~ .of reaches the full level, and when It recedes
the method referred to, in which a series of from this level in emptying; and this valve
5 t!lnks operate in sequence, is as follows:device will actuate the -air and water valves :re
.
.. 1. The completion of filling of the first 3 and 4 in any known suitable way, so as
. · tank causes the air and liquid supplied to it to carry out the sequential operations above
to be shut off to itself, and opens the outlet specified.
or discharge means of the Cth tank in seThe discharge means or valves of the
10 ries, and also opens air and liquid to the 5th. tank are designated 10, and they arl~ ope•1ed '75
2. The completion of filling of .the second and closed by a species of water clock
tank causes the air and liquid supplied to namely liquid from the tank when. nearly
it to be shut off to itself, and opens the sup- full passes by· a tap 11 into the cistern 12,
ply of air and liquid to the sixth tank, and and thence by a regulating tap 13 in the
Hi opens the discharging or outlet to the .1st bottom· of same it :flows in a regulated 8@
tank.
quantity into the bucket 14, carried by a
3. The completion of filling of the third chain or cord -15 connected with the distank causes the air and liquid supplied to charge valves 10, so that when the bucket
itself to be shut off, and opens the supply of 14 is filled to a certain extent from the
20 air and liquid to the first tank, and opens cistern 12, the Yalves 10 are opened by the 85
the discharge or outlet of the seconJ tank. weight of liquid, and the liquid from tank
4. The completion of filling of the fourth is discharged from its upper level.
tank causes the air and liquid supplied to
The tap 16 is so regulated tLtt, while the
it to be shut off to itself, and opens the bucket will fill from the cistern 12, it will
25 supply of air and liquid to the second tank, gradually empty itself in the time allotted. 90
and causes the discharge or outlet of the
The crude sewage is distributed to the
third tank to take place. ·
·
tanks bv a distributing trough 8 at the head
5. The completion of filling of the fifth of each tank, from which it overflows into
tank, causes the air and liquid supplied to the tank.
so it to be shut off to itself, and causes a supThe purified effluent is discharged from 95
ply of air and sewage to take place to the the tanks through the discharge pipes 9, on
third tank, and effects the operation or open- which the rlischarge controlling valves 10
ing of the discharge of the fourth tank.
are placed.
6. The completion of the filling of the
The float device 7 has on it, a pilot valve
35 sixth tank, causes the air and liquid sup- arrangement, such as is commonly used in 100
plied to it to be saut off to itself, causes the connection with pneumatic sewage ejectors
opening of the air and sewage supplied to or pumping apparatus or pneumatic liquid
the fourth tank, and effects the commence- lifts, for controlling the supply of air to
ment of discharge or opening of the outlet and fro1n the main valves for controlling
48 to the fifth tank.
the supply, and discontinuing the supply, of 105
If the flow is variable, the various actu- both air and liquid.
ations of :fluid supply and discharge mechaInstead of the above method, two pilot
nism may "e effected through a time piece.
valves on the same spindle operated by one
An arrangement of a plurality of tanks float, may be used, so that the air will not be
45 adapted to operate in sequence, as above de- cut off when the tank is full, but when the no
scribed, (in which however three tanks in- next tank in series is partly filled.
stead of six are employed) is illustrated in
This would also be arranged to control the
the accompanying drawings, in which FilPlre operation of the discharge valves 10; and
1 _is a plan; Fig. ~ a longitu.dinal ~ sectw,n; in this arrangement also, a suitable means o£
68 Fig. 3 a cross sectwn, and· Fig. 4 IS a dia- delaying water flowing into the first cistern ll5
grammatic view of a sludge recuperating de- 12 until aeration is over will· be used: or
vice.
the tap 11 supplying the cistern may be' arIn this drawing 1 are the air supplying ranged so as to take a longer time in filling
means or diffusers at the bottom of the the cistern; but the former method is better,
55 t~_nk:; ~ are the pipes for supplying them as the sewage supply flow will be a varied 120
with air; 3 the valves on the separate air
one, and the length of aeration will also
pipes leading to the separat.e tanks, by .which vary.
the supply and cut-off of Rir at the required
One of the chief objects and effects of the
tinles as described, is effected, and ·1 are gradual
and continuous supply of liquid and
60 the liquid supply pipes to the t1mks, from
of the tanks, is to promote the sup- 125
a common well 5,having pneumatically op- filling
erated- valves. 6. upon them for closing and ply of average quality of sewage to the
opening the supply of liquid at the required plant, so that the constitution ancl quality
of the slud~e life or active principle in the
tinles. ·
treatment, IS not so much affected deleteri- \
fi5
7 re:J;>resents a float actuated valvular de- ously by sudden flows Qf r~latively large 130
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proportion of disinfectant matter or trade
waste which sometimes occur, and which act
deleteriously on the active qualities and
characteristics of the sludge life.
5 In cases where the sewage or liquid to be
treated contains disinfectant matter or matters which deteriorate the activity of the
sludge life or its active principle, there may
be combined with the treating and purify10 ing tanks, another tank or tanks, connected
with same by pipes or conduits, and liquid
·forcing means for transferring fluids from
one to the other and to this other tank or
tanks, sludge which has become deterio15 rated-say from causes such as referred to_:_
can be forced and transferred from one or
more of the .purifying tanks; and this separate tank or tanks will have connected with
it air supply means, similarly as in the puri20 fying tanks; and the debilitated sludge life
will be recuperated or regenerated as rega~·ds
its active principle, and restored to its full
intensity or strength bv acting on the sludge
with air, similarly as "on the sewage in the
25 purifying tanks, until it is brought up to
the required condition. Thus any tank or
vessel containing ·deteriorated sludge can
have the sludge transferred from it to a recuperating or hospital tank; and the affected
so purifying tank supplied from a recuperating or hospital tank with recuperated
sludge; and so the process, in spite of having
set backs due to causes such as referre1 to,
may be rendered continuous at practically
35 the maximum rate of purification. A diagrammatic drawing illustrating this method
of operating upon the sewage and sludge is
given in Fig. 4 in which there is used in
connection with a plurality of sewage puri48 fying or treating tanks 20 a sludge recuperating or hospital tank 21. The sludge is
forced from and to any of the tanks 20 by
a pump 23 on a system of pipes 22 extending
between the tanks 20 and the tank 21; the
45 sections of the piping 22 connecting ~ ith
the respective tanks 20 having a controlling
valve 24 upon same, so as to put any of the
tanks 20 into communication with the tank
21, and so that the sludge can be forced
oe from same into tank 21, or back from the
latter after necuperation, into the tank or
tanks 20, as required.
With regard to the mode of operating the
tanks in sequence a.s above described, in the
55 case of the application of the process to
small purification plants, it is important that
the sequential mo~e of operating. described
should be automatic, so as to av01d cost of
attendants to operate the plant; and the
. 60 power means or mechanism employed for
effecting the a.c~uations of the valves, penstocks or parts used in the control and
operation of the system may advantageously
be pneumatic, so that the compressed air for
65 actuatir.g it, as well a:;; that used for aerating

and energizing the sludge life will be furnished by the same machinery or from the
same source. But where electricitv is used
on a plant, this power may be employed.
In the case of existing plants, having filter 7 c
beds, the process herein described may be
applied to the purification of the sewage for
the dry weather or medium weather day
flow; whereas the night flow, and also the
surplus storm flow, may be treated by the 75
existing method and arrangement.
According to this invention, in the treatment and purification of sewage and other
analogous foulliquidsby the process wherein the purifying effect is due to the action so
of the sludge life or aerobic bacteria and
other similar forms of germ life; the active
principle of the sludge is kept at a high
degree, by working with a sludge containing or diluted with a relatively large pro- ss
portion of m1ter (which will ,preferably be
the purified liquid in the sewage) and this
condition is produced and maintained by
supplying the raw or crude sewage to a tank
containing the dilute sludge, gradually and 90
continuously, and causing it to be .acted upon
by air as it is supplied into it..
This arrangement of plant and mode of
carrying out the process may be applied to
a continuous supply and discharge tank 95 · ·
system, as well as to the gradual filling
method, as in the latter case where the tank
is gradually filling, and then emptied, the .
contents of. the tank by the coi;lstant supply
of air from the first introduction of liquid, 100
keep it more and more diluted; and when
the tank is nearly full, the liquid portion
of the contents will be nearly all water.
Thus the sludge life or active principle in
such cases, is not subjected to the introduc- 185
tion upon or into it of large volumes of ra.w
or crude sewage, which is very liable from
its nature, to debilitate it, and render its
purifying powers of less effect, and so slowing down the whole prrgress. In other 111
words as the liquid under treatment receives
crude sewa~ in. small quantities or ~oses,
the sludge hfe w1ll always have an enVJronment of dilute impurity sewage or liquid
(and air), and this tends to its retaining its 115
undiminished purifying action and effect.
An organism of a type which is serviceable in connection with the method of purification of sewage or other liquids herein described, is one that in the presence of a cer- 120
tain quantity of iron salts in the sewage
or liquid has the power of rapid purification
or clarification.
.
Organisms of this kind are known, and
a small proportion of iron salts in the 125
sewage or liquid constitute a powerful and
rapid purifying medimn.
What is claimed is:1. The process of purifying sewage or
analogous liquids consisting In gradually 130
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snpplying the crude sewage to a body of
bacterial slurlge or solid matter, aerating or
oxidizing it while so being supplied.
2. The process of punfying sewage or
a nalog~ms liquids consisting in gradually
snpplymg the crnde sewage to a body of
bacterial sludge or solid matter, aerating
or oxidizing it while so being supplied, then
all<ming the liquid to remam quiescent for
nhout une to three hours and depositing the
sludge. and subsequently removing the purified effluent, and leaving the sludge or solid
matter.
3. The process of purifying sewage or
annlogons liquids, consisting m gradually
supplying the crude sewage to a body of
bacterial sludge or solid matter, aerating
or oxidizing it while so being supplied, then
allowi1ig the liquid to remain quiescent, and
~r~1 tlnally drawing off the purified liquid
trom near the surface, and leaving the
·slwlgc or solid matters.
4. ·The process of purifying sewage or
analogous liquirls, and preventing deterioration by sudden flows of relatively large
proportions of disinfectant matter or trade
waste. consisting in supplying a plurality
of separate quantities of sewage or analogous liquid at the one time to a series of
tanks; aerating or oxidizing said plurality
of separate quantities of liquid at one time,
and carrying off the purified liquid from
said tanks in sequence.

5. The pr~cess. 6f p~nfying sewage or
analogous liquids, which consists in aerating 35
~r <_>XI.d_izing a plurality of qu~ntities of
hqmd; m ·the presence of bactenal sludge,
depositing sludge or solid matters therefrom, transferring the sludge in which the
bacteria have deteriorated or weakened to 40
tanks, · aerating or oxidizing the removed
and debilitated sludge and so recuperating
it; and tn\nsferring the recuperated sludge
to one or more ·of the bodies of liqmd
being treated.
46
6. The . process of purifying sewage or
analogous liquids, which consists in supplying raw or crude smYage to a quantity
of bacterial sludge or solid matter and liquid (
being treated, gradually and continuously, 50
and supplying air to same and acting upon
it by said air as the raw or crude sewage
is supplied, whereby the bac.terial sludge
retained and employed, to whiCh the crude
sewage is delivered, and wh1ch it mixes with, 55
is diluted with and contains a relatively
large proportion of water; substantially
as described.
In testim,ony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence 60
of two subscribing witnesses.

WALTER JONES.
Witnesses:
ARTHUR BUTWELL,
WILLIAM E. HAND.

